Packet Optical—Right-sized
featuring Optical Networking Edge

Blending Access
and Transport
Converging Broadband and Ethernet
Access with Packet Optical Networking
Historically the industry response to higher bandwidth demand has
been to develop new high-performance optical technologies for the
core/and or customer side of the network. This is demonstrated by
today’s development of 100 Gbps interfaces for core routers or 10 Gbps
PON and Carrier Ethernet devices, which deliver high bandwidth client
services. However, when the core and/or access network performance
is boosted, the edge of the network inevitably becomes the new network
bottleneck. The response to clearing this new bottleneck has often been
to take these same core solutions and adapt them for the edge of the
network. This transition from core to edge has been burdened with
inefficiency—overlay and over-sized solutions which require new
infrastructure and operational requirements.

Benefits

• Faster Time to Revenue
• Supports Premium SLAs
• Increased Network Efficiency
• Lower Total Cost of Ownership
Total Access® 5000 +

OPTICAL NETWORKING EDGE
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The ADTRAN Optical Networking Edge (ONE™) portfolio is a packet
optical, right-sized solution that allows operators to modernize their
edge network for next generation services without concern for the high
costs and network complexity of typical, non-edge-optimized packet
optical networking solutions. ONE enables service providers to bridge
the gap between network access and transport, leverage their installed
base and extend the bandwidth efficiencies of the core all the way to the
optical edge. It provides the modularity needed to address current and
future services, while accelerating time-to-revenue, eliminating multi-box
complexity, simplifying operations and reducing costs. We have migrated
WDM, OTN, SONET/SDH, ROADM and other high-performance optical
services for placement at the edge of the network by integrating them
together both operationally and physically with Residential Broadband,
Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH), Business Ethernet and Mobile Backhaul access
delivery solutions. These residential and business service delivery
solutions demand highly scalable access and aggregation.

Designed for the Future—Total Access 5000
ADTRAN is taking a lead in the migration of the network by
launching the ONE solution. At the heart of the ONE solution is the
Total Access® 5000. The Total Access 5000 is designed to help service
providers ease the transition from existing to next generation services
delivery. It is a carrier-class multiservice access and aggregation platform
that supports both legacy and emerging service interfaces over copper
and fiber which can be easily scaled to support even the most bandwidth
intensive applications.

Taking a Load off the Core

Integration is Key

The ADTRAN ONE solution allows the operator to modernize
their network edge enabling the roll out of new services without
concern of capacity constraints. In addition, it takes a load off
the core and metro optical, switching and routing layers since the
bandwidth is aggregated and groomed at the edge.

The ADTRAN Optical Networking Edge solutions are about integrating multiple optical services into a single overall solution, in
short, increasing a service providers competitiveness. ONE rightsizes the latest Packet Optical Transport technology into cards that
fit into the installed base of Total Access 5000 multi-service access platform, leveraging the bandwidth efficiencies of the optical
core all the way to the network access and edge. As the demand
for services bandwidth capacity continues to explode, ADTRAN’s
ONE solution provides unmatched aggregation and optical transport capabilities for last mile broadband while accelerating time to
revenue, eliminating multi-box complexity, simplifying operations
and reducing costs.

Adding a Card Not a Rack
The advanced solutions, typical of core networks, have been
edge-optimized in ADTRAN ONE so that they can be deployed
with less capital and only minimal training. Instead of deploying
an additional new packet optical networking platform, operators
can simply add a card into the Total Access 5000 platform when
necessary. This dramatically speeds up deployment and keeps the
cost down. Furthermore, technicians don’t need to learn a completely new system and associated Element Management System
(EMS). This is critical in an era that requires everyone to do much
more with less.

Residential Services
FTTH, Ultra Broadband,
Legacy DSL

Packet Optical Transport

Business Services

C/DWDM, mini-ROADM, OTN Switchponder,
SONET/SDH, Carrier Ethernet

Carrier Ethernet, Services Migration,
Private Line & DSL, Internetworking

Mobile Backhaul

Carrier Ethernet, SyncE (G.8282),
SLA Management (Y.1731), DS1

ILL211C

Enterprise

3G/4G Mobile Backhaul
SMB

Residential

ADTRAN’s ONE portfolio is an edge-optimized optical transport system
that enables service providers to bridge the gap between last mile
broadband access and core optical transport.
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Packet Optical—Right-sized
Right-sizing WDM Capabilities

Mini-ROADM Innovation

Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) provides the ability
to create virtual connections within a single fiber. WDM systems
developed for the core of the network are optimized for long haul
and typically handle more than 80 wavelengths supporting a
large number of incoming feeds. These systems are designed
and optimized to support 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps wavelengths
and have very high startup costs, but that is justified since these
systems take on very large quantities of data in the core. Systems
at the core are getting more elaborate and complex with plans to
handle even more data.

Reconfigurable Optical Add Drop Multiplexers (ROADM)
converts the DWDM optical layer to an agile, easy to install
and provisionable layer. ROADMs were originally deployed in
long haul networks to provide some basic optical wavelength
reconfiguration without manual intervention. They were later
deployed in metro networks as WDM deployments increased in
that part of the network. ROADMs could provide value at the edge
of the network but requirements in this part of the network are
quite different from core and metro networks.

The requirements at the edge and metro are entirely different.
Simplicity, multi-service, integration, and cost rule here. Typically,
only a few wavelengths are required to start. Space is often a
premium, especially in huts and street cabinets. In some cases,
the equipment needs to be environmentally and temperature
hardened. The large majority of CWDM and DWDM don’t meet
these requirements which prevent operators from deploying
solutions they desperately need.

ROADMs are traditionally expensive since they employ some very
complex electro-mechanical devices called Wavelength Selection
Switches (WSS). ROADMs are seeing some traction in metro
networks but only when the flexibility is truly warranted. Operators
are demanding even more flexibility such as multi-degree (9 and
higher), 80 channels or more and even colorless, directionless
and contentionless switching.
Core and metro targeted ROADMs are getting more and more
complex and expensive. However at the edge, much of this
complexity and cost is not warranted. A ROADM with just a few
channels and up to four degrees is often more than enough for
the edge. In addition, integrating the amplifiers is required to
adjust for optical losses on the same card as the other ROADM
elements is highly desirable to simplify deployment.
Reduced network complexity, space and power needs when
compared to alternative ROADM architectures that typically require
a multi-blade implementation and a separate service delivery
platform. ADTRAN’s mini-ROADM delivers system-on-a-blade
including Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS), EDFA amplifiers,
optical monitoring and auto power balancing.

The Total Access 5000 ONE combines “right sized” core optical Ethernet
services like WDM, scalable Carrier Ethernet, OTN, SONET/SDH
and ROADM with access services like residential broadband, business
Ethernet, and infrastructure backhaul in a pay-as-you-grow package.
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ONE provides Packet Optical capabilities
that are Right-sized for the Edge.

Introducing OTN Switchponding

Scalable Carrier Ethernet

Optical Transport Network (OTN) was developed as an
evolution to SONET. It adds a simplified digital wrapper
to the payload it transports, provides Forward Error
Correction (FEC,) and a management layer along with
dedicated channels to guarantee throughput. Core and
metro systems typically handle port rates ranging from
10 Gbps (OTU-2) to 112 Gbps (OTU-4). The switch fabrics
to deal with these speeds need to handle a minimum of
40 Gbps and often substantially more. These systems
have very high start-up costs, require their own EMS and
imply additional training.

As well the ADTRAN solution provides right-sized,
scalable Ethernet aggregation and service delivery.
The solution provides both 1G and 10G Ethernet
interfaces modules of various configurations. These
interfaces can act as simple aggregation ports or they
can provide full Layer 2 functionality as defined by the
Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF). Support for MEF service
definition and traffic management specifications
allows the subtending of cost-effective NIDs for MEF
service extension.

Requirements for OTN at the edge are much different
and in many cases simpler than the core. Multi-service
aggregation with a range of low rate and mid speed client
interfaces are mapped over 10 Gbps (OTU-2) network
connections. Ideally, the OTN functionality is integrated
into an existing system through a simple card addition.
ADTRAN’s OTN Switchponder is a multi-service unit that
integrates OTN switch with DWDM transponder on a
single card. It provides remotely configurable any-service
to any-port operation. It delivers OTN mapping, switching,
aggregation and transport capabilities, allowing operators
to simultaneously transport SONET/SDH, Ethernet or other
services such as Fibre Channel. Unlike other point to point
muxponder solutions, the ADTRAN switchponder delivers
ring and mesh networking with the ability to add and drop
traffic at each location.

The overall ONE solution benefits are
summarized below:

Faster Time to Revenue
•
•
•
•

Any-service, Any-port operation
Any access, any network aggregation
Easy to deploy new premium services
Highly scalable for current and future services

Supports Premium SLAs
• Multi-service, Multi-customer
• Advanced hierarchical QoS
• Reduced service down-time and MTTR

Increased Network Efficiency
• Versatile and resilient edge and core
• Extension of any metro and core functionality to the
edge (Carrier Ethernet, OTN, WDM, ROADM)

Lower Total Cost of Ownership
•
•
•
•

Eliminates multi-box solution
Adapts port granularity and scale for the edge
Leverages legacy assets, installed base
Provides low-touch, push provisioning and agile
photonic capabilities
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Reduced network complexity accelerates
next-generation services delivery

Consider a Packet Optical Alternative
In the past, there was a clear distinction between Transport network elements
and Access network elements. The distinctions were largely governed by the location
of functions in the network. But with the explosion of bandwidth at the edge of the
network, service providers have been forced to consider collocating Transport network
elements right next to Access network elements. Transport network elements are
expensive and difficult to manage. Most of the Transport network elements are not
designed for hardened environments that are common at the edge. For many customers, this side-by-side deployment model for collocated Transport and Access network
elements is unrealistic. However, new premium services and high-bandwidth services
like video are forcing network operators to consider these unrealistic models.
Access
Enterprise
xDSL, EoC,1GE

Access
10GE, Wavelength

Transport

Access

Transport

SMB

Transport

Packet Optical
Core

Transport
Transport
Access
ILL205A

Copper

Access
Transport

PACKET OPTICAL
TRANSPORT
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3G/4G Mobile Backhaul

Fiber
Residential

Total Access 5000 ONE—Converged
Service Delivery and Transport

Solution

Service providers now have a logical choice when considering the response to the
exploding bandwidth demands at the network edge. The ADTRAN Total Access 5000
ONE solution is simple and cost effective to deploy. The embedded base of Total Access
5000 systems already deployed in the network can be easily expanded to accommodate packet optical networking functions by simply adding access modules in available
slots. This approach to optical transport is very scalable especially when compared to
options offered by other broadband access solutions on the market today.
Enterprise

Service Management
via ADTRAN AOE

Video Network

• Flexible service migration
and delivery

10GE, Wavelength

Total Access 5000 + ONE
Total Access 5000 + ONE
Fiber

Up to 44 (88) 10G wavelengths
Packet Optical
Core

• Right-sized optical networking: WDM,
OTN, ROADM
• Reduced network complexity

1GE

Total Access 5000 + ONE

The ADTRAN ONE solution reduces
typical packet optical networking
complexity by uniquely packaging
advanced optical transport technologies allowing operators to accelerate
next generation service delivery and
service migration strategies.

SMB

Copper

• Pay-as-you-grow modularity
• Fast time to revenue

Fiber

Total Access 5000 + ONE Copper
3G/4G Mobile Backhaul

Total Access 5000 + ONE
Fiber
ILL201B

Copper

Total Access 5000 + ONE

Residential

Conclusion
ADTRAN is a market leader when it comes to modernizing the services delivery
network and as an additional proof point is the success of the innovative ONE
portfolio of right-sized, packet optical solutions. The solution is edge-optimized,
delivering advanced optical services closer to the customer. ONE combines legacy
networks and services like SONET/SDH with advanced optical access services
like Gigabit Ethernet (GE), Active Ethernet and GPON, with technologies more
commonly found in core networks like DWDM, CWDM, Scalable Carrier Ethernet,
OTN and ROADM.
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ADTRAN, Inc.
Attn: Carrier Networks
901 Explorer Boulevard
Huntsville, AL 35806
P.O. Box 140000
Huntsville, AL 35814-4000

Pre-sales Support
888 423-8726
application.engineer@adtran.com
Post-sales Support
888 423-8726
support@adtran.com

256 963-8000
256 963-8699 fax
General Information
800 9ADTRAN
info@adtran.com
www.adtran.com
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